Counting and measuring ultrastructural features of biological samples.
Ultrastructural features of cells can be fractions of a micrometer in diameter, and electron microscopy is needed to resolve them to a degree that is compatible with stereological techniques. Because the focal depth of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images is thousands of times greater than the thickness of the sections used with TEM, virtual sectioning of sections suitable for TEM is not possible, as it is with light microscopy and the optical disector probe. With features the size of neuronal synapses, for example, this necessitates the use of physical sections and physical disectors. Regardless of how the imaging is performed, the design of stereological studies for quantifying ultrastructural features will be essentially the same as that used in the example described here, which uses physically separated ultrathin sections viewed with conventional TEM to estimate the number and size of synapses in a particular brain region.